
 

 

Career Coaching Resource:  Initiative  

 “We Curate Authentic Experiences to Help You Reach Your  

Ultimate Potential” 
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Authentic Connection – About TRUCE 
 

At TRUCE Solutions, we coach leaders, teams and sales professionals to create powerful and authentic 

connections to themselves, their teams, and their clients.   We want every person we work with to 

ultimately connect to their potential (that’s our mission)!   

Why TRUCE?  Historically, when there's a truce, the invested parties come to mutually beneficial 

decisions & choices.   We believe these beneficial truces show up daily in how: 

• we connect with ourselves, 

• we collaborate with our colleagues, friends, partners and family, 

• we create conscientious connections with our clients. 

At TRUCE Solutions, we value authenticity, transparency, respect, integrity and design solutions with 

those in mind. 

 

 

Growth is a Gift!  

This career coaching tool is for you to use to advance your dreams and goals.  We wish you the best and 

invite you to connect with us for coaching.     
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Initiative   
 

in·i·ti·a·tive 

The ability to assess and initiate things independently. 

 

Career Owners know that this is going above and beyond the accepted job description or busting out of 

everyday work routines to offer new, often bold, value adding ideas for the benefit of co-workers or the 

entire organization.  Includes following through diligently to ensure the implementation of those ideas.  

Initiative involves some risk taking and is not just window dressing.   

 

Navigating the White Spaces 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Director

Supevisor Supervisor Supervisor

Manager

What opportunities lie between these 

positions?  What is missing?  
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TRUCE Coaching Questions for Inspiring Initiative 
 

To show initiative, people often do so by spotting and acting on opportunities that their colleagues or 

leaders have not noticed. They're curious about their organization and how it works, and they keep their 

minds open to new ideas and new possibilities.  They don’t take things at face value and challenge the 

status quo.  Be like Sherlock! 

Choose initiatives that are close to the organization’s critical path, right level for your role and weigh the 

risks.   Critical Path initiatives are those that are considered important to your organizations well being.  

Below are some coaching questions to inspire your thinking.   

 

 What would your customers (internal and external) want us to improve?  

 What could they be doing better if we could help them?  

 How can we improve quality? 

 Who else could we help by using our core competencies? 

 What small problems do we have that could grow into bigger ones? 

 What slows our work or makes it more difficult?  

 What do we often fail to achieve?  

 Where do we have bottlenecks?   

 What is frustrating and irritating to people on our team? 

 What level of initiative is appropriate for me in my role? 

 What is the risk vs. reward for this initiative? 
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Initiative Worksheet 
 

Alignment and Proposing Value 

When putting your ideas forth for consideration; your job is to show that the path between your career 

development and the critical path of our company exists.   First though, you need to assess if the risk is 

worth it?   

 

 

My Initiative:  

 

Risk Questions: 

• How do I demonstrate the connection between my initiative and the Critical Path my company is 

on?  Critical Path initiatives are those that are considered important to your organizations well being 

(improve profitability, increase quality, etc.)  

• Do I have enough knowledge to execute this?  Can I partner with someone to do it? 

• Who would champion and or support my efforts? 

• Can I afford the time and energy to get the results I want?  Can I do it well? 

• What will be the benefits/consequences to my colleagues, company and customers if I succeed/fail? 

• What is the risk tolerance of my company or my team leader?  

• What is the cost of failure? Credibility? Cash? Time? 

If you do think the risk is worth it, how do you show the value of your proposal?  Sometimes it is just a 

simple conversation with your team lead about the learning or growth opportunities or ideas that you 

want to try.  In other cases, it often takes a little bit more thought and persuasion. Doing your 

homework is key here.   

 Initiative Tip: Always be on the look out for what isn’t working and find ways to solve it!  

Relationships

KnowledgeResults
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TRUCE Ultimate Potential Coaching Program  

 

 

 

 

The Ultimate Potential Coaching Plan – 6 Months with Tracie Moser, Certified Coach 

 Set-Up with TRUCE Ultimate Potential Coaching Account (Coaching Software) 

 Coaching Questionnaires & 90 Minute in Person Review & Goal Setting Session 

 Two 45-Minute Video Coaching Sessions per Month 

 Up to Three 20-Minute Telephone Check-Ins Per Month 

 Minimum of 12 Powerful and Targeted Assignments to Grow Their Ultimate Potential 

 

 
 

 

  

 

  

In this 6-month individual 

coaching program, I focus 

on all areas of a person’s 

life – career coaching 

being one of the Ultimate 

Potential Pillars.   

We start by assessing all 

aspects of your life and 

then set goals for every 

area that is relevant for 

you in reaching their 

Ultimate Potential.  
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The TRUCE Team 

 

Tracie Moser, Partner & Certified Coach 
Tracie is a certified Co-Active coach from the Coaches Training Institute.  A graduate of the 

Organizational Relationship Systems Coaching program (ORSC) from the Center for Right Relationship 

that focuses on team performance and a licensed facilitator of Team Diagnostic survey that measures a 

team’s positivity and productivity attributes.  She is currently working towards a second coaching 

certification to become a Human Potential Coach that focuses on all aspects of a person’s life, especially 

health and wellness.   

In addition, she is a Practitioner, Master Practitioner and Certified Trainer of Neuro-Linguistic 

Programming that helps clients have breakthroughs through deep change work.  Tracie also consults to 

top organizations in a wide range of areas including leadership, professional development, and career 

management.  She started her career in Learning and Development and has been growing leaders, 

teams and individuals for 20 years through workshops and coaching.  Her passion is for her clients to 

experience fulfillment and to challenge their preconceived limits.  Contact her at 

tracie@trucesolutions.com  

 

Bruce Shaver, Partner & Sales Coach 

Bruce has almost three decades of selling experience. He has been and still is successful in many sales 

forums whether it was direct to the residential or commercial market segments or business to business. 

With projects values ranging from $ 5,000 to $ 500,000 he can create need and effectively differentiate 

himself and those he teaches through his proven sales methodologies.  His unique story telling 

approach, no fear attitude, and proven skill set creates average closing ratio over 75% as well as loyalty, 

respect and repeat business.    

He trains, mentors and coaches sales professionals to help them conquer their fears and navigate all the 

stages of the sales cycle.  His coach approach will help your sales team with their image, prospecting, 

preparation, approach, presentation, handling objections, closing, and the very important after sales 

client care ensuring you and your team achieve repeat business.  

Bruce actively works in his own sales business and moving towards becoming a Certified Human 

Potential Coach that focuses on all aspects of a person’s life, especially health and wellness.  His passion 

for sales performance comes through all his interactions and we partner together to offer innovative 

sales workshops to help your folks reach their Ultimate Potential.   

If you want to train or coach your sales force to ‘stop fighting for the sale’, please contact Bruce at 

Bruce@Trucesolutions.com  

mailto:tracie@trucesolutions.com
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